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Abstract

The focus of this paper lies on the proof-theory for extensions of Logic Programming in
which it is possible to draw negative conclusions both in a direct (i.e., based on a proof)
and in an indirect (i.e., based on the lack of a proof) way. These extensions are provided
with a rule-based deductive system in the sense of the work of Jager [8] for Normal Logic
Programs. Rule-based deductive systems can be used as a powerful tool to study the structural
properties of the logic programming languages. Furthermore, in the deductive systems the
fundamental semantical properties of the languages can be formalised by proof-rules of the
systems. Therefore, di erent extensions of logic programming can be compared by comparing
their deductive systems.

1 Introduction
In [8] Jager presented rule-based Tait-style calculi for Normal Logic Programs. These calculi proved
to be closely related to SLDNF-resolution and Clark's Completion. In the following we show that
this work is easily extendable for extensions of Normal Logic Programming.
In this article two extensions are considered that are of practical use in modern knowledge representation. As pointed out in [12], knowledge representation languages that are to be of practical
use require at least options for drawing negative conclusions. It must be possible to derive such
information via direct means, but for practical reasons it must also be possible to derive negative
information by the absence of other information. In other words, it must be possible to obtain
negative statements by giving a proof for them and it must be possible to obtain a negative statement since the corresponding positive statement is believed to be unprovable. In this paper two
approaches are considered that have both properties. In the rst approach two di erent interpretations are used to interpret the negative conclusions. The other approach is based on one
uniform interpretation. These two approaches can easily be formalised as extensions of Normal
Logic Programming. For the rst approach a di erent negation symbol is associated with each
of the interpretations, it is known under the name Extended Logic Programming. For the second
approach, known as Imex Logic Programming one negation symbol suces.
As a core semantics Clark's Completion is extended both for Extended and for Imex Logic Programming. In this article the extensions of Clark's Completion for Extended and Imex Logic
Programming are formalised syntactically within the rule-based deductive systems. Having the
deductive systems and semantics, Extended and Imex Logic Programming are be compared formally.
In Section 2 the languages for the deductive systems and for Extended and Imex Logic Programming are described. Furthermore, it is formally de ned how to interpreted these languages.
Section 3 contains the de nition of Clark's Completion for Normal Logic Programming and the
extenstions of Clark's Completion for Extended and Imex Logic Programming.
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In Section 4 the rule-based calculi are de ned for Normal, Extended and Imex Logic Programming.
Section 5 contains the soundness and completeness results of the deductive systems with respect
to the extensions of Clark's Completion. Furthermore, a notion of program equivalence is de ned
and transformations are given under which the deductive systems of the (transformed) Extended
and Imex Logic Programs are equivalent.
Section 6 brie y discusses the results presented in this paper.

2 Basic Notions

2.1 Languages

In this article, we will make use of three propositional languages, LE , LI and LD . LE is used
for Extended and Normal Logic Programming, LI for Imex Logic Programming and LD for the
deductive systems.
In this paper the alphabet of language LE consists of atomic symbols A, A0, A1 , : : :, the negation
symbols \ ", for explicit negation, \not" for implicit negation, and the symbols \ " and \,". The
literals of LE are all expressions of the form A, notA, A and not A, where A is an atom. An
Extended Logic Programming clause is an expression of the form:
S0
S1 ; : : :; Sm ; notSm+1 ; : : :; notSn
where each Si (0  i  n) is either an atom A or an explicitly negated atom A. The symbol
\not" retains basically the same meaning as in Normal Logic Programming, i.e., believed to be
false. Whereas A is made true if there is some sort of proof for it, so that tre \ " stands for
proven to be false. The nature of the proof depends on the interpretation used and is the same as
the nature of a proof for the truth of A.
An Extended Logic Program consists of a nite set of Extended Logic Programming clauses. An
Extended Logic Program P is a Normal Logic Program i \ " does not occur in P. The program
clauses of LE are the Extended Logic Programming clauses.
Example 1 Consider the program consisting of the two rules
A
notB
A
notB
B will be false because there is no rule with B as its head. Thus, notB will be true. Based on the
truth of notB both A and A will be provable.

This example also makes it clear that there can be problems in that A and A can have a proof.
In the early versions of Extended Logic Programming a literal A behaved like an atomic symbol
and not as a complement of the symbol A. In other words, nothing was added to Normal Logic
Programming. Pereira et al. [20] rst noted this problem and then solved it by adding the semantic
Coherence Principle to Extended Logic Programming. The Coherence Principle formulates that
A implies not A and
A implies notA
The Coherence Principle is generally accepted by other researchers in the eld. Obviously, the
Coherence Principle in uences the truth of statements notA in a way not known in Normal Logic
Programming. Thus, the meaning of the symbol \not" in Extended Logic Programming di ers
slightly from its meaning in Normal Logic Programming. Several ways to interpret Extended
Logic Programs have been developed and we refer to [7, 15, 22, 20, 25, 26, 32, 33] and [34]. In this
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paper we consider an extension compE of Clark's Completion which will be introduced in Section 3.
The alphabet of LI is the same as that of LE , except for the negation symbols. LI has only one
negation symbol: \". The literals of LI are all expressions of the form A and A, where A is an
atom. The informal interpretation of \" is believed to be false and is therefore the same as that
of \not". An Imex Logic Programming clause is an expression of the form:
S
A1 ; : : :; Am ; Am+1 ; : : :; An
where each Ai (1  i  n) is an atom A and S is either an atom A or an imex negated atom
A. An Imex Logic Program consists of a nite set of Imex Logic Programming clauses. The
program clauses of LI are the Imex Logic Programming clauses. Several ways to interpret Imex
Logic Programs have been developed and we refer to [10, 11, 13, 14]. Like in Extended Logic
Programming it is possible to write inconsistent Imex Logic Programs.

Example 2 Consider the program consisting of the two rules
A
B
A
B
Since the informal interpretation of \" is the same as that of \not", B will be false for the same
reason as in Example 1, i.e., there is no rule with B as its head. Thus, B will be true. Based on
the truth of B both A and A will be provable.

A program is either an Extended or an Imex Logic Program. The literal on the left-hand side of a
program clause is called the head and the sequence on the right-hand side is called the body of the
clause. The Herbrand base BP of program P is the collection of all atoms that occur somewhere
in P.

LD is a language of standard propositional logic. That is, we have A, A0 , A1, : : : as proposition
symbols, ? and > as logical constants, ^ and _ as connectives and the symbol  to build the
complements A, A0 , A1 , : : : of the proposition symbols. The formulas are built in the standard
way. The negation \:" is de ned inductively: :A := A, :A := A, :> := ?, :? := >, :(F1 _ F2)
:= :F1 ^ :F2 and :(F1 ^ F2) := :F1 _ :F2. The connectives , $ are de ned as usual.

The complexity of formulas will often be measured in terms of their rank. We de ne the rank of
literals and of > and ? to be 0 and the rank of more complex formulas inductively in the standard
way.

2.2 Many-valued Interpretations of LD

We use the well-known four-valued logic Four of Belnap [4] or Fitting (see for example [5]), since
both Extended and Imex Logic Programs can contain inconsistencies, see also Examples 1 and 2.

Example 3 Informally, the Imex Logic Program P that consists of the clauses:
A

A

means that A should be true and A should be true. In other words, A is overde ned.



Four is the set f0; 1gf0; 1g. If <x; y>2 Four is assigned to some statement A, then x stands for
the degree of evidence for A and y for the degree of evidence against A. The usual truth values can
be embedded into this framework by setting t :=<1; 0>, f :=<0; 1>, u :=<0; 0> and o :=<1; 1>,
which stand for true, false, unde ned and overde ned respectively.
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Figure 1: Truth-orderings on Four
On the other hand, not every Extended or Imex Logic Program is inconsistent. Therefore, we also
consider two- and three-valued interpretations. Furthermore, the two- and three-valued interpretations are interesting in the study of the meaning of identity axioms and cut rules of the deductive
systems that correspond to the programs.
On Four we de ne two binary relations, t (from left to right in Figure 1) and k (the upward
direction in Figure 1), by
<x1; y1> k <x2 ; y2> :, x1  x2 and y1  y2
<x1; y1> t <x2 ; y2> :, x1  x2 and y2  y1
where the relation  on the right is the usual ordering relation of the natural numbers. The
partial ordering k is called the information-ordering, t is called the truth-ordering. We assume
the reader to be familiar with the notions least upper bound and greatest lower bound of an ordering;
for t these will be denoted by lubt and glbt . We de ne <x; y> := <y; x>.
De nition 4 Function I from the set of formulas of LD to Four is a four-valued interpretation
i

I (F1 ^ F2 )
I (F1 _ F2 )
I (:F)
I (?)
I (>)

glbt (I (F1); I (F2))
lubt(I (F1 ); I (F2))

I (F)
f
t
A three-valued lower interpretation, denoted by low-valued interpretation, of LD is a four-valued
interpretation I so that I (A) 6= o for all atomic symbols A of LD . A three-valued upper interpretation, denoted by up-valued interpretation of LD is a four-valued interpretation I so that I (A) 6= u
for all atomic symbols A of LD . A two-valued interpretation of LD is a four-valued interpretation
I so that I (A) 2 ft; f g for all atomic symbols A of LD .
Let I be a j-valued interpretation (j 2 f2; up; low; 4g) of LD , F a LD -formula and T an LD -theory,
then we de ne as usual: F is j -valid in I and I is a logical j -model of F if I (F) 2 fo; tg. We
write I j=j F. I is a logical j -model of T if all elements of T are j-valid in I . We write I j=j T.
Further we de ne F to be a logical j -consequence of T if N (F) 2 fo; tg for all logical j-models N
of T. Then we write T j=j F.
The main problem in the procedural and declarative approach to explicit negation in Logic Programming arises as a result of the presence of negations in both the body and the head of the
program clauses. Therefore, in a deductive approach to explicit negation, we have to re ect that
positive information may depend on negative information and vice versa. Considering that even
in Normal Logic Programming many approaches exist to the treatment of negative information
=
=
=
=
=
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and there is a gap between most declarative semantics and the procedural semantics, it is not
surprising that there is as yet no clear approach to the procedural and declarative treatment of
negative entities in extensions of Normal Logic Programming. In the next section we will give a
declarative semantics to Extended and to Imex Logic Programming.

3 Completion
We de ne for Extended and Imex Logic Programs P extensions of Clark's Completion that transform P into a theory compE (P), respectively compI (P), of LD . We take the models of the
LD -theory compE (P), respectively compI (P), as the semantics of the program P.
A lot of work has been done on the declarative semantics of Extended Logic Programs [7, 10,
11, 19, 21, 23, 2, 24, 27, 28], leading to extensions of the well-known Stable, Stationary, Supported and Wellfounded Semantics. Furthermore, in [11] it has been proved that Extended and
Imex Logic Programming are equivalent with respect to these semantics. As far as we know only
Alferes, Damasio and Pereira [1] developed a top-down derivation procedure for Extended Logic
Programs. The procedure is called SLX and is complete with respect to the Wellfounded Semantics
for noncontradictory programs. The declarative semantics mentioned above re ect the more ideal
meanings of a Normal or Extended Logic Program. However all have the problem of being very
hard to compute once variables and functions are allowed in the language [9, 6, 18]. Clark's Completion can be seen as a core semantics for Normal Logic Programming. All negative conclusions
drawn using Clark's Completion can also be drawn in the leading declarative semantics. For some
purposes this is a reason to consider Completion too weak to be of interest. For our purposes
Completion provides exactly enough, it contains the core issues of the semantics of the negative
conclusions.
Furthermore, it is known that Clark's Completion can be used to give a fairly precise description
of the procedural SLDNF-resolution1 . First Kunen [17] and later Jager and Stark [9] gave characterizations of classes of Normal Logic Programs for which SLDNF-resolution is complete with
respect to Clark's Completion. From [9] it directly follows that these results can be related to
soundness and completeness results for derivability in a deductive system and Clark's Completion.
Futhermore, Jager and Stark extend a result of Kunen [16] by relating the nite stages of a xpoint
operator to identity-free derivability in the deductive system.
As a rst step, described in this article, we extend Clark's Completion and the deductive systems
to Extended and Imex Logic Programming. We prove in Section 5 that we have the necessary
soundness and completeness results. In Section 5 we, furthermore, de ne transformations between
the Extended and the Imex Logic Programs and show that the deductive systems for corresponding
Extended and Imex Logic Programs have the same declarative semantics.

3.1 Normal Logic Programming

As a rst step, we de ne the usual de ning formula . In case of Normal Logic Programming, let 
denote the operator:
(A) = A (notA) = :A
First, replace every comma by the conjunction symbol\^". Then, collect for every atom A the
bodies of all clauses with head A into one disjunction DA , called the de ning formula of A. Finally,
replace all clauses with head A by the formula A $ DA . This way we get a theory compN (P) of
LD instead of a NLP.
Formally, we de ne the de ning formula for Normal Logic Programs as follows.
1 For

a survey of various versions of SLDNF-resolution we refer to [3] and [30].
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De nition 5 (De ning Formula) Let P be a Normal or an Imex Logic Program. Suppose there
are m clauses in P with head L so that the i-th clause is of the form

L

Li;1; : : :; Li;k(i)

and has k(i) literals in its body. Then the de ning formula of L with respect to P is the LD -formula

DP(L) :=

(i)
m k^
_

i=1 j =1

(Li;j )

The special cases m = 0 and k(i) = 0 are included by interpreting empty disjunctions as ? and
empty conjunctions as >. If no confusion is expected we write D(L) instead of DP(L) .
Since the literal L that is the head of the clauses in the above formula can also be a negated atom,
we implicitly de ned the de ning formulas D:A of negative literals A of LI . In Section 3.3 we will
see that the same de nition can be used for Extended Logic Programming, since every Extended
Logic Program is rst transformed into a Normal Logic Program. The di erence between Normal
and Extended Logic Programming lies in the de nitions of compN and compE .

De nition 6 Let P be a Normal Logic Program, then compN (P) is the set fA $ DA j A 2 BP g.
De nition 7 Let P be a Normal Logic Program. A j -valued interpretation I (j 2 f2; up; low; 4g)
of LD is a j-model of P i for every atomic symbol A of LE I (DA ) k I (A). And we write
I j=j P . Further we de ne an LD -formula F to be a program j-consequence of P if we have
N (F) 2 fo; tg for all j -models N of P . Then we write P j=j F .

3.2 Imex Logic Programming

The idea behind Clark's Completion for Normal Logic Programs is that the program contains all
necessary information. That is, the truth of an atom is completely de ned by its de ning formula.
If we enrich our programming language by allowing atoms to be made explicit false, then this
information can only in uence the truth of an atom if its de ning formula provides not enough
information to make the atom either true or unde ned. In other words the de ning formula of
a negated literal is not complete, the information in the de ning formula of its opposite positive
literal has a direct in uence on it. Therefore, we see in De nition 8 and also for Extended Logic
Programming in De nition 12 that there is an asymmetry with respect to the negations. Note that
we need to extend De nition 5 to a the de ning formula D:A of A for Imex Logic Programs to be
able to cope with the Imex negation symbol . This implies that we have to change the rst step
of the algorithm: Translate the body of every clause into LD by replacing every negation symbol
 by the classical negation symbol : and every comma by the conjunction symbol\^". This way
we get a theory compN (P) of LD instead of a program of LI .
Formally, we extend the operator  used in De nition 5 to
(A) = A (notA) = :A (A) = :A
Using this de nition we de ne the completion of P as:

De nition 8 Let P be an Imex Logic Program, then compI (P) is the set of LD -formulas
fA $ DA ; :A D:A j A 2 BP g.
Remark Note that A :D:A is unwanted in the completion of P for an atomic symbol A, since
then A $ :D:A as well. If we consider the Imex Logic Program P = fA Ag, then DA = :A,
:D:A = > and thus the completion of this program would be: fA $ :A ; :A $ ?g. Hence,
A $ > $ :A. In other words, from P one would be able to conclude both A and :A instead of
the generally excepted unde nedness of A.
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De nition 9 Let P be an Imex Logic Program. A j -valued interpretation I (j 2 f2; up; low; 4g)
of LD is a j-model of P i for every atomic symbol A of LI
1. I (DA ) k I (A).
2. I (D:A ) 2 fo; tg implies I (:A) 2 fo; tg.
And we write I j=j P . Further we de ne an formula F to be a program j-consequence of P if we
have N (F) 2 fo; tg for all j -models N of P . Then we write P j=j F .
The second condition in the above de nition allows for example I (D:A ) = o while I (:A) = t.
This re ects that the information in DA is more important than the information in D:A .
Example 10 Consider the program P consisting of the clauses:
A1
A2
A2
A2
Of course A2 must get the value o, however, the lack of clauses with head A1 implies that A1
must false. The overde nedness of A2 should not in uence the value of A1 . We aim for locality of
inconsistency.


3.3 Extended Logic Programming

In Extended Logic Programming two kinds of negation are used, \not" is the standard negation of
Normal Logic Programming and \ " is an explicit negation related to classical negation. The way
an explicitly negated atom A is treated is by considering such a literal as a new relation symbol,
say nA, which represents the opposite of A. To formalise this principle we let an operator
transform every Extended program P into a Normal program (P) in the language L0E . Operator
substitutes for every atomic symbol A of LE , every occurrence of A by nA and all other
occurrences of A by pA. The symbols nA and pA are new atomic symbols which replace the
symbol A in LE , creating the language L0E . Similarly, we have the languages L0D and L0I . L0D is
interpreted in the same way as LD . The idea of using new atomic symbols to stand for A is not
new, see for example Przymusinski [26], Alferes and Pereira [21] and Minker and Ruiz [19].
De nition 11 Let P be an Extended Logic Program. We de ne the operator inductively by
8
pA
if L = A
for some atom A
>
< not
pA
if
L
=
notA
for
some atom A
(L) = > nA
if
L
=
:
A
for
some
atom A
>
: not nA if L = not:A for some atom
A
(L0

L1 ; : : :; Ln ) =

(L0 )

(L1 ); : : :; (Ln )

(P) = f (c) j c 2 P g
On the syntactical level, this representation thus reduces the Extended program P to a Normal
Logic Program (P) in the language L0E . However, nA and pA are unrelated in (P). Therefore,
a so called Coherence Principle [21] extends the semantics of (P) to a semantics of P by saying
that
pA implies not nA and
nA implies not pA
Note that the Coherence Principle is not expressible in Normal Logic Programming. Furthermore,
the explicit negation symbol is weaker than the symbol : of LD , which can be seen from the fact
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that not nA does not imply pA. Instead of considering Extended programs P in LE , we will as
of now consider only their corresponding Normal programs (P) in L0E , however, with the extra
addition of the Coherence Principle. The de ning formula of an ELP is de ned using same operator  that was used for Imex Logic Programming. This way we get a theory compN ( (P)) of L0D
instead of a program of LE .
When no confusion is expected, we often address (P) as P. We de ne the completion of Extended
Logic Program P using the Coherence Principle.
De nition 12 Let P be an Extended Logic Program, then compE (P) is the set of L0D -formulas
fnA $ DnA , pA $ DpA , :nA pA , :pA nA j A 2 BP g.
Remark Note that :nA pA and :pA nA correspond to the Coherence Principle. In other
words both the implicit not and the explicit negation are translated using the classical negation
:. Furthermore, compE (P) = compN ( (P)) [ f:nA pA , :pA nA j A 2 BP g. The transformation is used to formalise the Coherence Principle in the de nition of a model of compE .
De nition 13 Let P be an Extended Logic Program. A j -valued interpretation I (j 2 f2, up,
low; 4g) of L0D is a j-model of P i for all atomic symbols pA and nA of L0E
1. I (DpA ) k I (pA)
2. I (DnA ) k I (nA)
3. I (nA) 2 fo; tg implies I (pA) 2 fo; f g
4. I (pA) 2 fo; tg implies I (nA) 2 fo; f g
And we write I j=j P . Further we de ne an formula F to be a program j-consequence of P if we
have N (F) 2 fo; tg for all j -models N of P . Then we write P j=j F .
Since the program j-models of a Logic Program P agree with the models of P's Completion,
it is obvious that a formula F is a program j-consequence of P if and only if it is a logical jconsequence of the Completion of P. In light of this we will just use consequence instead of logical
or program consequence. Whenever deemed appropriate, one can restrict oneself to the 2-, up- or
low-consequences.

4 Deductive systems
Although we de ned the meaning of a program to be the set of all consequences of a speci c set
of axioms associated with the program, there is also an alternative method to interpret Logic Programming that is conceptually closer to a procedural understanding of Logic Programming. This
method can be seen as an interpretation of Logic Programming by a clauses-as-rules paradigm
instead of the traditional clauses-as-axioms interpretation. We introduce a rule-based calculus
Ri (P) for every Imex Logic Program P and a rule-based calculus Re (P) for every Extended Logic
Program P. The systems Ri (P) and Re (P) are designed for a proof-theoretic treatment and form
a link between Logic Programming and inductive de nability. Furthermore, these systems provide
us with a way to prove that Imex and Extended Logic Programming are equivalent methods to
extend Normal Logic Programming with an explicit negation.
The deduction systems are presented in a Tait-style manner. Accordingly, the axioms and derivation rules are formulated for nite sets of LD -formulas which have to be interpreted disjunctively.
If I is a j-valued LD -structure and a nite set of LD -formulas, then I ( ) is the truth value
of the disjunction of the elements of with respect to I . The systems Ri (P) and Re (P) are
extensions of the usual Tait calculus for propositional logic by adding so called Program Rules.
The Program Rules correspond to the formulas in the program Completions for Extended (Imex)
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Logic Programs. We consider the following ve classes of axioms and rules, where is a nite set
of LD -formulas (respectively L0D -formulas, when considering Extended programs).
I. Logical axioms. For all atomic LD - (respectively L0D -) formulas F:
; > and the identity axioms ; :F; F
II. Logical rules. For all LD - (respectively L0D -) formulas F1 and F2 :
;F1
;F2
;F1
;F2
;F1_F2 (_ 1)
;F1_F2 (_ 2)
;F1^F2 (^)
III. Cut rules. For all LD - (respectively L0D -) formulas F:
;F
;:F (cut)

The formulas F and :F are called the cut formulas of this cut; the rank of a cut is the rank of its
cut formulas.
IV. Imex Program Rules for P . For every atomic symbol A of LI and its de ning formulas
DAP and D:PA we have the following program rules:
;DA (I.1)
;:DA (I.2)
;D:A (I.3)
;A
;:A
;:A
V. Extended Program Rules for P . For every atomic symbol A of LE and its de ning formulas
DnA(P ) and DpA(P ) in L0D we have the following program rules:
;DnA (E.1) ;:DnA (E.2) ;DpA (E.3) ;:DpA (E.4) ;nA (E.5) ;pA (E.6)
;nA
;:nA
;pA
;:pA
;:pA
;:nA
The last two rules correspond to the Coherence Principle of Extended Logic Programming. In
Section 3.3 the explicit negation was linked to the implicit negation by way of the Coherence
Principle. In the Completion and in the Program Rules, the implicit negation is expressed using
the classical negation. Therefore, it is not surprising that also the link between the explicit and
implicit negation formed by the Coherence Principle is translated into rules using the classical
negation.
The LD -calculi Ri (P) for Imex programs P consist of the classes I through IV, the L0D -calculi
Re (P) for Extended programs P consist of the classes I through III and V. Based on these axioms
and rules, derivability in Ri (P) and Re (P) are introduced in the standard way. The notation
Ri (P) `nr (c.q. Re (P) `nr ) expresses that is provable in Ri (P) (c.q. Re (P)) by a proof
whose length and cut complexity are bounded by n and r, respectively. A proof is called cut-free
if it does not use the cut-rule, which is therefore denoted by `0 . A proof is called identity-free if
the identity axioms are not used in the proof, this is denoted by the symbol .

Example 14 Consider again the Imex Logic Program P from Example 3. Ri(P) is determined

by the Program Rules:
;>
;?
;>
;A
;:A
;:A
Thus, Ri (P) ?, Ri (P) 0 A and Ri (P) 0 :A, but not Ri (P)
Example 15 Consider the Extended Logic Program P:
A
A

0

?.

Then the Program Rules for P are:
;>
;?
;>
;?
;nA
;pA
;nA ;:nA ;pA ;:pA ;:pA ;:nA
Thus, Re (P) ?, Re (P) 0 pA and Re (P) 0 :pA, but not Re (P)

0
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In the following sections, we will prove Soundness and Completeness of Ri (P) and Re (P), and
show that these rule based calculi prove that Imex and Extended programming are equivalent.

5 Soundness and Completeness of the extensions
As is already the case for Normal Logic Programs, it makes sense to speci cally consider the
identity-free derivations since the identity axioms create problems in the point of view of threeand four-valued models of the completions of programs (see also [8]). For Extended- and Imex
Logic Programs these problems even occur for identity-free derivations, forcing us to consider
four-valued logics instead. In order to isolate inconsistencies within an Extended or Imex Logic
Program we have to forbid cuts. This means that for Extended and Imex Logic Programming
cut-free provability is an interesting notion. We have the following soundness and completeness
results:
Theorem 16 Let P be an Imex Logic Program and P 0 an Extended Logic Program. For every
nite set of LD -formulas we have
Ri (P) ` () compI (P) j=2
Ri (P) `0 () compI (P) j=up
Ri (P) () compI (P) j=low
Ri (P) 0 () compI (P) j=4

Re (P 0) `
Re (P 0) `0
Re (P 0)
Re (P 0) 0

() compE (P 0) j=2
() compE (P 0) j=up
() compE (P 0) j=low
() compE (P 0) j=4

We proved the above theorem using Schutte's deduction-chains (see [29]) for programs with a
countable number of variables, constants and function symbols. A similar proof can be found in
[31].

5.1 Program equivalence of ELP and Imex

The following results concern the relation between Imex and Extended programming. In [11] we
proved the following theorem using model-theoretic properties.

Theorem 17 [11] For every Extended Logic Program there is an Imex Logic Program that has the
same models and vice versa.

The proof of the theorem uses essentially the same transformations and  between Extended and
Imex Logic Programs that will be described below. One can prove a theorem similar to Theorem 17
for the model-theoretical Stable, Static, Supported and Wellfounded semantics [11]. For that
theorem we proved a one-to-one correspondence between the interpretations of an Extended Logic
Program P and its corresponding Imex Logic Program P 0 and vice versa.
In this paper we want to prove a similar theorem for the deductive systems of Extended and Imex
Logic Programs. We use the following de nitions.
De nition 18 For any L0D -formula F we de ne F  to be F[:A=nA ; A=pA], i.e., the substitution
of nA by :A and pA by A for all atoms of the forms pA and nA. For any set of L0D -formulas
we de ne  as the set fF  j F 2 g.
De nition 19 (Program Equivalence) If P1 is an Extended Logic Program in LE and P2 is
an Imex Logic Program in L0I (respectively LI ), then P1 and P2 are equivalent i for every set
of L0D -formulas
1. Re (P1) `r i Ri (P2 ) `r (respectively i Ri (P2 ) `r  ).
2. Re (P1) r i Ri (P2) r . (respectively i Ri (P2) r  ).

If P2 is a program in LI , then the new symbols pA and nA have to be converted back to the
original literals before a comparison to P1 can be made.
10

Theorem 20 For every Extended Logic Program there is an equivalent Imex Logic Program and
vice versa.

Proof (Imex ( ELP)

Formally, we use operator from Section 3.3 and de ne an operator  and an operator
transform every Extended Logic Program into an equivalent Imex Logic Program.

to

De nition 21 Let P be a Normal Logic Program. (P) is the program P where every occurrence
of the symbol \not" is substituted by the symbol \".
De nition 22 Let P be an Extended Logic Program. We de ne (P) to be the L0I -Imex Logic
Program ( (P)) [ f pA nA;  nA pA j A 2 LE g.
Now it is easy to check that Re (P) = Ri ( (P)). Observe that pA and nA are atomic symbols
for Re (P) and Ri ( (P)). The Program Rules (E:1) and (E:3) of Re (P) occur as (I:1)-Rules of
Ri ( (P)). In the same way the Rules (E:2) and (E:4) are (I:2)-Rules. Furthermore, in (P)
the formula nA de nes :pA and pA de nes :nA. Hence the (E:5)- and (E:6)-Rules of Re (P)
correspond to (I:3)-Rules of Ri ( (P)).
Example 23 For program P of Example 15 the program rules of Re(P) are syntactically the
same as those of Ri ( (P)), where (P) is the Imex Program given by the clauses:
pA
nA
pA
nA

nA
pA



The converse (Imex ) ELP) is less obvious; we translate every Imex Logic Program P in an
Extended program by way of the following inductively de ned -operator:

if L = A
(L) = A
notA if L = A

if L0 = A, for some atom A
1 ); : : :; (Ln )
(L0 L1 ; : : :; Ln) = AA (L
(L1); : : :; (Ln ) if L0 = A, for some atom A
(P) = f(c) j c 2 P g [ f A notA j A 2 BP g
Assume there are m clauses in P with head :A so that the i-th clause is of the form :A
Li;1 ; : : :; Li;k(i) and has k(i) literals in its body. For convenience we use
(DP

:A

) :=

(i)
m k^
_

i=1 j =1

((Li;j ))

(P ) = :pA _ (DP ). The addition of the clauses A notA to (P) in combination
Note that DnA
:A
with the Coherence Principle, ensures the following lemma.
Lemma 24 Let P be an Imex Logic Program. For every set of L0D -formulas:
 Ri (P) `r  i Re ((P)) `r and
 Ri (P) r  i Re ((P)) r .
For the proof of this lemma we refer to Appendix A. Here we only give a relevant example.
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Example 25 Consider an arbitrary Imex Logic Program P and its corresponding Extended Logic
Program (P). We give a proof of A _ :A in Ri (P) and a proof of pA _ nA in Re ((P))2:
pA; :pA
pA; :pA _ (D:A ) (E.1)
pA; nA
pA _ nA; pA
pA _ nA; pA _ nA

:A; A
A _ :A; A
A _ :A; A _ :A



Example 26 Consider again the Imex Logic Program P from Example 3. Ri(P) is determined

in Example 14. Then (P) is the Extended Program given by the clauses:
A
A
A
notA

And Re ((P)) has the following program rules:
;>_:pA ;?^pA ;>
;?
;nA
;pA
;nA
;:nA ;pA ;:pA ;:pA ;:nA
Compare Ri (P) and Re ((P)) with the calculi of the Examples 15 and 23. Then we see, that, in
this case, P is also equivalent to the program of Example 15.

This completes the proof of Theorem 20. In conclusion, we established that Extended and Imex
Logic Programming are equivalent with respect to Clark's Completion, the Stable, Stationary,
Supported and Wellfounded Semantics.

6 Conclusion
Every ELP/Imex program has been provided with a deductive system. In these deductive systems
only one negation symbol is used, however the expressive power of both negation concepts in ELP
is obtained. Under extensions of Clark's Completion, these deductive systems adhere to the principles of Soundness and Completeness.
Moreover, di erent semantical principles of Logic Programming can be formalised syntactically in
the deductive systems. The idea of negation as failure as used in Clark's Completion is present in
the form of the program rules (I.2), (E.2) and (E.4). Also, the deductive systems for Extended Logic
Programs contain the Coherence Principle syntactically in the form of the program rules (E.5) and
(E.6). For Imex Logic Programming, the extra possibility for deriving falshood is present in the
form of the program rules (I.3).
Furthermore, ELP and Imex were proved to be semantically equivalent under the aforementioned
extensions of Clark's Completion. For equivalent results under the Stable, Stationary, Supported
and Wellfounded semantics, we refer to [11].
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A Proofs
We rst prove the following lemma since we need it to prove Lemma 24.

Lemma 27 Let P be an Imex Logic Program in LI . For all L0D -formulas F , F such that F  =
:G and F  = G we have Re ((P)) ` ; F ; F .
1

2

0

1

2
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Proof by induction on the rank k of the formula G.
If the rank of G = 0, then G is ?, > or a literal. Since we consider G and :G it suces to deal
only with the cases that G is ? and G is an atom A. If G = ?, then its only inverse under  is
?. Therefore, Re ((P)) `0 ; F1; ? is an axiom and the lemma trivially holds.
If G is an atom A, then the sequence (:A; A) has four inverses:
1. (:pA; pA), giving an identity axiom of Re ((P)).
2. (nA; :nA), giving an identity axiom of Re ((P)).
3. (nA; pA), which is dealt with in Example 25.
4. (:pA; :nA), which is proved directly from (:pA; pA) using an (E.6)-Program Rule.
(IH) The lemma holds for all G of rank n.
If the rank of G = n + 1, then G = G1 _ G2 or G = G1 ^ G2, for some formulas G1 and G2. Let
F1 and F2 be arbitrary formulas such that F1 = G1 and F2 = G2 . Then (F1 _ F2) = G1 _ G2
and (F1 ^ F2) = G1 ^ G2 . The following are valid proofs in Re ((P)):
F1; :F1 (_1) F2 ; :F2 (_2)
F2 ; :F2 (_2)
F1; :F1 (_1)
F1 _ F2 ; :F1
F1 _ F2; :F2 (^)
F1 ; :F1 _ :F2
F2; :F1 _ :F2 (^)
F1 _ F2; :F1 ^ :F2
F1 ^ F2 ; :F1 _ :F2


Lemma 24 Let P be an Imex Logic Program. For every set of L0D -formulas:
 Ri (P) `r  i Re ((P)) `r and
 Ri (P) r  i Re ((P)) r .
Proof by induction on the lengths of proofs. The second item of the lemma follows directly from
the proof of the rst item. Therefore, we only proof the rst. Note that the rank of F and F  are
the same for any formula F. The base cases:
Ri (P) `  ; > i Re ((P)) ` ; > (Axiom)
For the identity axioms the (()-direction is trivial:
Ri (P) `  ; :F ; F  ( Re ((P)) ` ; :F; F.
However, the ())-direction is more complicated and is proved in Lemma 27. The complication
lies in the fact that for a formula G there are several inverses of the sequence (:G; G) under the
0
0

0
0

0
0



0
0

-operation. Furthermore, the number of inverses increases with the rank of G.

The induction steps:
(IH1) Re ((P)) `nr ; F ) Ri (P) `r  ; F 
(IH2) Ri (P) `nr  ; F  ) Re ((P)) `r ; F
Assume Re ((P)) `nr
; F (respectively, Ri (P) `nr
+1

+1



; F ). Consider the last step in the

proof.
1. Logical Rules: (()
(a) Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 ; F1 _ F2. Then, Re ((P)) `nr ; F1 or Re ((P)) `nr ; F2. By
(IH1) Ri (P) `r  ; F1 or Ri (P) `r  ; F2. In both cases we can apply a Logical Rule
and get Ri (P) `r  ; F1 _ F2 .
(b) Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 ; F1 ^ F2. Then, Re ((P)) `nr ; F1 and Re ((P)) `nr ; F2.
By (IH1) Ri (P) `r  ; F1 and Ri (P) `r  ; F2. We apply the Logical \^"-Rule and
get Ri (P) `r  ; F1 ^ F2 .
The other direction is proved analogously.
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2. Cut Rules: (() Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 and the last rule used was a Cut Rule. Then,
for some formula F, Re ((P)) `nm ; F and Re ((P)) `nm ; :F for some m  r. By (IH1)
Ri (P) `m  ; F  and Ri (P) `m  ; :F . We apply the Cut Rule and get Ri (P) `r  . The
other direction is proved analogously.
3. Program Rules: (()
(a) Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 ; nA. Then, the last rule applied must be an (E.1)-Program
Rule. Hence, Re ((P)) `nr ; DnA and by (IH1) Ri (P) `r  ; (DnA) . Using the
de nitions of  and  , we see that (DnA ) = D:A _ (:pA) = D:A _ :A. Thus,
Ri (P) `r  ; D:A _ :A and of course, Ri (P) `r  ; D:A ; :A. Using an (I.3)-Program
Rule we get Ri (P) `r  ; :A; :A. Hence, Ri (P) `r  ; :A as well.
(b) Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 ; pA. Then, the last rule applied must be an (E.3)-Program
Rule. Hence, Re ((P)) `nr ; DpA and by (IH1) Ri (P) `r  ; (DpA ) . Using the
de nitions of  and  , we see that (DpA ) = DA . Hence, using an (I.1)-Program Rule
we get Ri (P) `r  ; A.
(c) Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 ; :nA. Then, the last rule applied must be either an (E.2)- or
an (E.6)-Program Rule. Hence, Re ((P)) `nr ; :DnA or Re ((P)) `nr ; pA. By (IH1),
Ri (P) `r  ; :D:A ^::A or Ri (P) `r  ; A. For the rst case, it is easy to prove that
also Ri (P) `r  ; ::A and hence, Ri (P) `r  ; A. The second case is already of the
right form.
(d) Assume Re ((P)) `nr +1 ; :pA. Then, the last rule applied must be either an (E.4)or an (E.5)-Program Rule. Hence, Re ((P)) `nr ; :DpA or Re ((P)) `nr ; nA. By
(IH1), Ri (P) `r  ; :DA or Ri (P) `r  ; :A. Hence, using an (I.2)-Program Rule for
the rst case, we get Ri (P) `r  ; :A.
4. Program Rules: ()) The proof in this direction is somewhat more complicated, due to
the fact that there can be several formulas F1 , : : :, Fj such that F1 = : : : = Fj .
(a) Assume Ri (P) `nr +1  ; A. Then the last rule must have been an (I.1)-Program
Rule. Thus, Ri (P) `nr  ; DA . Furthermore, inverses of A under the -operation
are pA and :nA. By (IH2), Re ((P)) `r ; (DpA ). Using an (E.3)-Program Rule we
get Re ((P)) `r ; pA, this corresponds to the rst inverse. By continuing with an
(E.6)-Program Rule we obtain the sequence that corresponds to the second inverse:
Re ((P)) `r ; :nA.
(b) Assume Ri (P) `nr +1  ; :A. Then the last rule must have been either an (I.2)- or an
(I.3)-Program Rule. Furthermore, inverses of :A under the -operation are nA and
:pA. We consider the cases (I.2) and (I.3) separately.
(I.2) Ri (P) `nr  ; :DA By (IH2), Re ((P)) `r ; :(DpA ) . Using an (E.4)-Program
Rule we get Re ((P)) `r ; :pA, which corresponds to the second inverse of :A
under  . For the rst inverse, we continue with the application of a (_2)-Logical
Rule and obtain Re ((P)) `r ; (D:A ) _ :pA, which is the same as Re ((P)) `r
; DnA. Then we apply an (E.1)-Program Rule and get Re ((P)) `r ; nA.
(I.3) Ri (P) `nr  ; D:A . By (IH2), Re ((P)) `r ; (D:A ). Using a (_2)-Logical
Rule we get Re ((P)) `r ; DnA . Then we apply an (E.1)-Program Rule and get
Re ((P)) `r ; nA, which corresponds to the rst inverse. For the second inverse,
we continue with the application of an (E.5)-Program Rule and get Re ((P)) `r
; :pA.
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